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Abstract 

The present paper reports on the formation and on the electrochemical/spectroscopic 

characterization of inclusion complexes formed in aqueous media between cucurbit[7 or 8]urils 

cavitands (CB[7], CB[8]) and a rigid four-pointed star-shaped viologen-appended porphyrin 

tecton. The formation of discrete 4:1 pseudo-rotaxane-like caviplexes, involving threading of 

CB[n] rings on the rigid viologen-based star’s branches has been demonstrated by nuclear 

magnetic resonance and mass spectrometry measurements. Then, the photo- and redox-

triggered formation of 2D supramolecular assemblies involving CB[8]s and the four electron 

reduced tectons as key building elements, has been established on the ground of in-depth 

electrochemical and spectroscopic analyses supported by quantum calculations. The CB[8]-

promoted intermolecular -dimerization of the viologen cation radicals introduced at the meso 

positions of the porphyrin plateform has been brought to light through the diagnostic signatures 

of the 1:2 host-guest ternary caviplexes formed between viologen and CB[8] and by 

spectroscopic data collected after electrochemical, chemical or photochemical reduction of the 

viologen-based tectons. The CB[8] hosts not only proved useful to promote the redox-triggered 

formation of supramolecular assemblies, it was also found to prevent the chemical reduction of 

the porphyrin ring in aqueous media and its subsequent conversion into phlorin products.   

 

keywords:  -dimer, Responsive Supramolecular Assembly, Viologen Cation Radicals, 
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Introduction 

Self-assembly spontaneously occurs between molecules capable of interacting with one another 

through non-covalent interactions. Nature offers a whole range of biologically relevant 

supramolecules, like DNA wherein simple molecular building blocks are organized into 

functional structures via a complex network of orthogonal, non-covalent bonds. The efficiency 

of the assembling process, the dimensionality, strength and organization of the network can 

more or less be estimated from the number and directionality of the “weak” interactions 

involved, as well as on the geometrical features of the elementary unit carrying the assembly 

code, also known as a tecton [1-4]. The large palette of interaction concealed in the 

supramolecular toolbox, varying in directionality and strength, from the weakest Van der Waals 

dispersion forces to highly directional hydrogen bonds and strong electrostatic interactions, 

have already demonstrated their great potential for promoting the assembly of carefully 

designed molecular tectons into 1D wires, 2D surfaces or 3D networks. The reversible and 

dynamic nature of the “interactions” involved in such assemblies has moreover opened up 

exciting opportunities for the development of stimuli-responsive materials, for instance to 

achieve a control over the association/organization between tectons with an external stimulus 

(Figure 1A) [5-9]. 

Our group has been focusing over the past few years on the development of tailor-made redox-

controllable molecular or supramolecular systems involving electrogenerated viologen-based 

-cation radicals R1VR2
+● in Figure 1B) as key responsive and/or assembling elements, using 

their ability to self-assemble into sandwhich-like, dimeric entities called -dimers 

([(R1VR2)2]𝑑𝑖𝑚
2+  in Figure 1B) [10-20]. These studies, and many others [16, 21-29], have served 

to establish that the effective formation of such multi-center bonded dimers in solution actually 

requires either very low temperatures and/or high concentrations in radicals. As an alternative, 

viologen-based -dimers can also be observed in standard temperature and concentration 

ranges, when using barrel–shaped cavitan ds known as cucurbit[8]urils (CB[8]), made of 8 

glycoluril moieties connected by methylene bridges, whose inner cavity is ideally suited to the 

inclusion of two viologen-based radicals [30-35]. Such process is illustrated in Figure 1C with 

a calculated structure of the inclusion complex [(R1𝐕R2)2]𝑑𝑖𝑚
2+   CB[8] obtained upon mixing 

CB[8] with two equivalents of N,N′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridinium radicals R1VR2
2+ . 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of A) a stimuli-responsive 2D-self-assembly process, B) the electron-triggered -

dimerization of two viologen-based cation radicals. C) the calculated structure (DFT level) of the barrel-shaped host CB[8] and 

of the inclusion complex [(R1𝐕R2)2]𝑑𝑖𝑚
2+   CB[8]. 

 

As a matter of facts, the high affinity of CB[n]s (n = 7 or 8) for viologens dications and cation 

radicals has been extensively used over the past decades to devise a wide range of redox- or 

chemically-responsive rotaxane-like molecular systems [36, 37].  More recently, viologen and 

cucurbiturils have also been considered as key building blocks in the development of various 

potentially responsive 2D/3D self-assembled structures [30, 35, 38, 39], the underlying idea 

being that the dimensionality of the assemblies can be tuned with the number of viologens units 

available on each tectons. 

In the present article, we are reporting on our approach towards redox-responsive self-

assembled systems involving cucurbiturils hosts and a tetratopic, four-pointed star-shaped 

viologen appended porphyrin as building elements (1M8+ in Figure 2). It includes spectroscopic 

analyses of the host-guest processes occurring between 1M8+ and CB[7] or CB[8] in aqueous 
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media as well as detailed electrochemical investigations carried out in organic and aqueous 

media to assess the ability of the CB[8] host to promote the intermolecular -dimerization of 

the four–electron reduced species 1M(4+●). 

 

Synthesis  

The multi-step synthesis of the key tetratopic tecton, namely the tetra(meso-

viologen)porphyrins 1M8+ (M = H2 or Zn), is summarized in Figure 2. This synthesis is actually 

the result of an improvement of a previously reported procedure [40]. The starting point is a 

standard Rothemund condensation of pyrrole with 4-nitrobenzaldehyde in a propionic 

acid/acetic anhydride mixture yielding the corresponding 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4’-

nitrophenyl)porphyrin 4H2 in 30% yield. Reduction of the nitro group, carried out in an acidic 

medium in the presence of SnCl2.2H2O, led with quite good yield to the 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4’-

aminophenyl)porphyrin intermediate 2H2, obtained as a dark-blue crystals. The latter 

compound was then metalated with an excess of zinc (II) acetate at room temperature to afford 

3Zn in a quantitative yield. The targeted compounds 1H2
8+ and 1Zn8+ have in fine been obtained 

through multiple Zincke coupling reactions [41] involving the activated Zincke salt 22+ as 

reactant [42]. The real bottleneck of this ultimate step was the purification process which was 

successfully achieved by column chromatography using a mixture of ACN:H2O:KNO3 (12:7:7) 

as eluent. 

 

Figure 2. Elaboration of the tetrakis(methyl-phenyl-viologen)porphyrins. (a) EtCO2H, Ac2O, reflux, 4 h, 30%; (b) SnCl2·2H2O, 

conc. aq. HCl, reflux, 16 h, 62%; (c) Zn(OAc)2, DMF, 25 °C, 30 min, >99%; (d) 2(PF6)2, EtOH, H2O, reflux, 18 h, 29%; (e) 

2(PF6)2, EtOH, H2O, reflux, 18 h, 32%. 
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Threading of the CB[7] or CB[8] rings on 1M8+ 

As mentioned in the introduction, both the CB[7] and CB[8] hosts have the ability to form [1:1] 

inclusion complexes with dicationic viologen-based guests (R1VR2
2+ in Figure 1B). Our 

primary objective was thus to get accurate and reliable information on the binding mode 

(stoichiometry, structure) between our star-shaped guest and those barrel-shaped hosts. As a 

first step, the interactions of 1Zn8+ with CB[7] and CB[8] have been investigated in deuterated 

water by NMR spectroscopy. The exact attribution of all the NMR signals discussed below has 

been achieved through careful analysis of 1D- spectra and 2D correlation maps provided in the 

ESI section (see Figure ESI 1-8). 

 

 

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, D2O) of 1Zn(NO3)8 (a) at 1.0 mM in the absence and in the presence of (b) 1.0 equiv. 

of CB[7] at 1.0 mM, (c) 2.0 equiv. of CB[7] at 1.0 mM, (d) 4.0 equiv. of CB[7] at 1.0 mM, (e) 8.0 equiv. of CB[7] at 1.0 mM, 

(f) 8.0 equiv. of CB[7] at 0.1 mM. 

 

The changes observed in D2O upon addition of increasing amounts of CB[7] are shown in 

Figure 3. In the absence of cucurbituril, the spectrum of 1Zn8+exhibits 6 doublets at low field 

attributed to the hydrogen atoms located on the viologen (b,c,d,e) and phenyl (f,g) units, as well 

as two singlets attributed to the hydrogens of the porphyrin and N+-Me moieties. It is worth 

noting that the most and least shielded (hetero)aryl signals, resonating at about 9.8 and 8.35 

ppm, are attributed to the hydrogen atoms located on the adjacent pyridinium and phenyl rings, 

respectively (e and f in Figure 3). As can be seen in Figure 3, the host-guest equilibria involved 

in solution upon addition of CB[7] are kinetically slow at the NMR time scale. The targeted 

threading process, involving inclusion of the viologen axles into the CB7 rings, is indeed clearly 
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revealed by the gradual disappearance of all the signal attributed to the free 1Zn8+ guest at the 

expense of new sets of signals attributed to different inclusion complexes, incorporating either 

1, 2, 3 or 4 CB[7] hosts, noted [1Zn8+  (CB[7])n] (with 1 ≤ n ≤ 4). An in-depth analysis of the 

data depicted in Figure 3 provided further insights into the stoichiometry of the complexation 

(determination of n) and into the structure of the host-guest complexes (relative position of the 

CB rings on the viologen-based axle). The maximum number of CB hosts that can be threaded 

onto the viologen-appended porphyrin platform could indeed be readily inferred from this 

titration experiment reaching completion after addition of four molar equivalents of CB, which 

is in agreement with the complexation of one viologen per CB to yield the inclusion complex 

[1Zn8+  (CB[7])4] (see right-hand side drawings in Figure 3). Then, the upfield shift of more 

than 1.6 ppm experienced by the inner hydrogens of the viologen units (Hc, Hd), taken together 

with the limited shift of about 0.1-0.2 ppm of the outer ones (Hb, He), supports the conclusion 

that the CB[7] rings lie between both pyridinium rings. The macrocyclic host is in part stabilized 

at this exact location with a network of hydrogen bonds linking the outer oxygen atoms of the 

CB host and the terminal hydrogen atoms of the N+-methyl substituents, as revealed by the 

downfield shift of about 0.2 ppm experienced by the singlet attributed to Ha. 

The inclusion of the viologen units has also a significant impact on the chemical shift of the 

signals attributed to the CB hosts. In the absence of guest, CB[7] displays one singlet at 5.53 

ppm attributed to Hk and two doublets at 4.23 and 5.80 ppm, attributed to the hydrogens of the 

methylenic bridge pointing outside (Ho) or inside (Hi) the cavity of CB[7], respectively.[43] As 

can be seen in the early stage of the titration (Figure 3), the threading of a non-symmetrical 

viologen-based axle through CB[7] also results in the splitting of the Hi protons, observed as 

two partially overlapped doublets (pseudo triplet at 5.80 ppm) in the spectrum of the inclusion 

complex. The effect of the viologen-based guests on the CB[7] hosts is further revealed on the 

spectrum recorded at low concentration of 1Zn8+ (0.1 mM) in the presence of 8 equivalents of 

CB[7] (top spectrum in Figure 3) through the observation of different sets of signals 

corresponding to the free (i',o',k') and complexed (i,o,k) CB[7]s. 

A similar investigation has been carried out with the less soluble CB[8] host, featuring a wider 

inner cavity but still capable of forming 1/1 inclusion complexes with viologens derivatives 

[34, 44, 45]. The stoichiometry and structure of the assembly is also deduced from the titration 

data depicted in Figure 4. As observed with CB[7], the largest chemical shifts involve Hc and 

Hd and the titration reached completion after addition of 4 molar equivalents of CB[8]. These 

results thus support the conclusion that four CB[8] rings can be threaded onto 1Zn8+ and that 

the macrocyclic guest lies in between both pyridinium rings. The impact of binding on the 
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chemical shift of the host is also found to be less pronounced for CB[8] than for CB[7]. This 

size effect is for instance revealed in the spectra of [1Zn8+  (CB[7])4] and [1Zn8+  (CB[8])4] 

through the observation of Hi as a broad singlet for CB[8] and as two singlets for CB[7].  

 

 

Figure 4. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, D2O, 0.1 mM, 293 K) of 1Zn(NO3)8 (a) in the absence and in the presence of (b) 1.0 

equiv. of CB[7], (c) 2.0 equiv. of CB[7], (d) 4.0 equiv. of CB[7].  

After equilibration, the self-assembled host-guest complex [1Zn8+  (CB[7])4] has been further 

characterized by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. The spectrum obtained with a Q-

TOF instrument equipped with an electrospray ionization source in the presence of a formate 

buffer showed [1Zn(CB[7])4,(HCO2)]
7+ as the base peak at m/z=865. The spectrum shown in 

Figure 5 also include a range of less intense signals attributed to the [1Zn(CB[7])4,(HCO2)2]
6+ 

(m/z 1016.6) and [1Zn(CB[7])4]
8+ (m/z 751.2) ions. 
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Figure 5. Positive electrospray spectrum of the [1Zn8+ ⊂ (CB[7])4] assembly. 

Taken all together, the NMR and MS data discussed above support the effective inclusion of 

the four viologen units available on the porphyrin platform in the cavity of CB[7] or CB[8] to 

yield the caviplex compounds [1Zn8+  (CB[n])4]. The feasibility of such association, and most 

specifically the absence of steric hindrance between the CB and porphyrins units and between 

the neighboring CB units was checked by computational analyses carried out on the fully 

complexed [1Zn8+  (CB[8])4] compound. The minimized structure obtained at the DFT level 

is depicted in a dedicated section at the end of the article (Figure 16). The latter reveals the 

absence of steric clashes of any sort, neither between the threaded macrocycles nor between the 

porphyrin skeleton and the CBs. 

Following these initial findings, we focused on the association between the CB hosts and the 

electrogenerated four-electron reduced species 1M4(+●) 

 

Electrochemistry in organic medium 

The electrochemical signatures of the title compounds 1H2(PF6)8 and 1Zn(PF6)8 have first been 

investigated in DMF using n-tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) as the electrolyte. Both 

compounds display similar signatures featuring four consecutive reductions (noted E1c
, E

2c, E3c
 

and E4c in Table 1) and one oxidation (noted E1a) in the accessible potential window (Figure 6). 

The first reversible wave centered at (E1/2)
1c

 =0.762 mV is attributed to the one electron 

reduction of the four viologens units (one electron per viologen) in 1Zn8+ yielding the tetra-

cationic compound 1Zn4(+●). The shape of this wave, featuring a standard EP value of about 
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63 mV reveals the absence of “communication” between each viologens introduced at the meso-

positions of the -conjugated porphyrin ring. Savéant has established in the early seventies that 

electron transfers to or from molecules containing n identical, non-interacting, redox centers 

should yield simple CV curves similar to that observed with a single electroactive center (EP 

~ 58 mV at 25°C) but with current values determined by the total number of redox centers [46, 

47]. When each center is characterized by the same formal potential and adheres to the Nernst 

equation independently of the oxidation state of any of the other centers in the molecule, it is 

possible to calculate the formal potentials corresponding to each pair of n successive oxidation 

states of the molecules. Considering fully non-interacting centers, the theoretical shift between 

the first viologen-based formal reduction potentials in 1Zn8+ (E0’
1_1, E

0’
1_2, E

0’
1_3, E

0’
1_4 in 

Figure 6) should thus equal E0
1 =E0

1_n - E
0

1_(n-1) = 23.7 mV, although the overall four electron 

reduction appear in fine as a single reversible wave with peak potentials satisfying Ep ~ 60 

mV. 

The second one electron reduction of the viologen units (one electron per viologen) is observed 

at (E1/2)
2c

 = -1,087 V as a reversible wave. Here again, there is no experimental evidence 

supporting the existence of intramolecular “interactions” between the redox centers and the 

same comments on the four electron reduction 1Zn8+→1Zn(4+●) apply for 1Zn(4+●)→ 1Zn. It is 

worth mentioning here that the stability domain measured for the viologen cation state in 

1Zn(4+●) [E=(E1/2)
2c-(E1/2)

1c= 325 mV], falling within the range of that measured in the same 

conditions with the simple dimethyl viologen MeVMe2+ (E = 336 mV, see Table 1) used as a 

reference, is a first evidence suggesting the absence of intermolecular interactions between the 

viologen cation radicals in solution [16].  

The porphyrin ring is also submitted to two consecutive one-electron reduction at (E1/2)
3c

 = 

−1.827 V and (E1/2)
4c = −2.236 V, seen in Figure 6 as two reversible waves of low intensity 

yielding successively the porphyrin-based anion radical 1Zn●─ and the dianion 1Zn2─. On the 

anodic side, the weakly intense and poorly reversible wave observed at ca E1a
 = 0.682 V is 

attributed to the oxidation of the porphyrin ring, shifted by more than +300 mV compared to 

that of TPPZn (TPP : 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(phenyl)porphyrin) [48]. due to the presence of four 

electron-withdrawing viologen substituants. These results also stand in sharp contrast to 

previous studies demonstrating that the first two-electron reduction of the parent 5,10,15,20-

tetrakis(N-methyl pyridinyl)porphyrin (TPyPZn+4) derivatives is not centered on the peripheral 

pyridinium substituents but rather on the porphyrin ring to yield a porphyrin dianion (PP2─) 

[49-54]. Such fundamental differences observed within a series of structurally related viologen- 
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or- pyridinium-appended porphyrin compounds can actually be attributed to the much better 

electron-acceptor properties of the viologen units, which therefore end-up being reduced before 

the porphyrin unit. Another major difference observed in the electrochemical signatures of these 

compounds is that the porphyrin ring gets reduced as a single two-electron wave in TPyPZn+4 

(PP2─)[49, 54] and as two-successive one-electron reduction waves in 1Zn8+ (P P●─P2─), 

which suggests that the porphyrin anion radical state (P●─) is stable (at least at the CV time 

scale) when viologen substituents are involved.   

 

 

Figure 6. Voltammetric curves of a DMF (TBAP 0.1 M) solution of 1Zn(PF6)8 (5 × 10-4M) recorded at a carbon working 

electrode (Ø = 3 mm, E vs Ag/Ag+ (10-2M), ν = 0.1 V·s−1).  

 

 

The free base porphyrin 1H2
8+ was also studied in the same experimental conditions. Selected 

key values recorded with this compound are collected in Table 1. We found the four electron-

reduced species 1H2
(4+●) to be more prone to adsorption than the metalated analog but these 

phenomenon, revealed on the CV curves by the observation of Gaussian-shaped redissolution 

peaks on the backward scan, could be readily circumvented with suitable dilutions (below 2.10-

4 M). The absence of metal in the porphyrin rings is also found to result in a significant anodic 

shift of the porphyrin-centered reduction waves and in the observation of a fully irreversible 

oxidation wave at E1a
 = 0.728 V, which is agreement with the known electron-donating and 

stabilizing effect of the zinc atom on the porphyrin-based  system. The values collected in 
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Table 1 also reveal that the viologen-based reduction potentials are only weakly affected by the 

presence of the zinc ion in the cavity of the porphyrin ring. 

The ability of viologen cation radicals to form non-covalent intermolecular dimers, known as 

-dimers [16], in solution can be readily inferred from absorption spectroscopy measurements, 

most notably through the observation of a diagnostic broad absorption bands in the near infra-

red region whose energy is proportional to the electronic coupling term arising from frontier-

orbital interactions between a pair of equivalent SOMOs [23]. The signature of the reduced 

forms of 1Zn8+, and their ability to self-assemble in DMF solutions, has thus been carefully 

investigated by spectroelectrochemistry, which involved regularly recording absorption spectra 

over time during bulk reductions carried out in potentiostatic regimes. The exhaustive 

electrolysis (1e/viologen) of 1Zn8+ (5.7x10-5 M) carried out at in DMF at a platinum electrode 

led to a slight broadening of the porphyrin-based Soret band coming along with a significant 

bathochromic shift, of about 7 nm, of its maximum wavelength (from 426 to 433 nm with a 

clean isosbestic point at 429 nm, see Figure 7A). The extent of these modifications is fully 

compatible with electron transfers centered on the peripheral viologens having a minor impact 

on the electron density of the porphyrin-based -system. This attribution is further supported 

by the emergence of intense absorption bands between 500 and 800 nm, overlying with the 

porphyrin-based Q bands, attributed to a series of transitions centered on a viologen cation-

radical, as revealed by the good match with the spectrum of the radical electrogenerated from 

the reference N,N-dimethyl viologen (MeVMe+●, see dash-dotted line in Figure 7). The main 

findings of this preliminary study are thus that the conversion 1Zn8+ 1Zn(4+●) is fully 

reversible at the electrolysis time scale (30 min) and that the electrogenerated species 1Zn(4+●) 

do not form -dimers in these experimental conditions, as revealed by the absence of diagnostic 

absorption bands in the near IR region (~900 nm) and by the standard Ep value of about 60 

mV measured on the first viologen-based CV wave.  

Further investigations carried out on the free base 1H2
8+ led to similar findings with a 

spectroscopic signature recorded after bulk electrolysis at Eap = -0.85 V (vs Eref[Ag/Ag+]) in 

agreement with the formation of the tetra-radical species 1H2
 (4+●) (Figure 7B). 
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Figure 7. UV−vis spectra recorded during the exhaustive one-electron reduction (per viologen) of  A) 1Zn(PF6)8 (5.7 10−5 M) 

and B) 1H2(PF6)8 (2 10−5 M) in DMF (0.1 m TBAP) using a platinum plate working electrode whose potential was fixed at Eap 

= −0.85 V vs EAg/Ag+ (10 mL, l = 1 mm, t = ∼30 min). 

 

 

Table 1. Potential values measured by cyclic voltammetry for MeVMe2+, 1Zn2+ and 1H2
2+ in aqueous and organic media. The 

number of electrons transferred and the peak to peak potential shift (EP = Epa-Epc (mV)) for each electrochemical process is 

shown between parentheses. X = PF6
-, Y = Cl-. 
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Electrochemistry in aqueous medium 

All the studies described below have been conducted on the metalated compound 1Zn8+ only, 

as its signature and stability in aqueous medium proved best suited for reaching the targeted 

objectives. The idea here was to investigate the ability of CB[8] to promote the intermolecular 

dimerization of the four-electron reduced species 1Zn(4+●) in water to yield 2D self-assemblies 

(Figure 8), as opposed to CB[7] expected to form only discrete host-guest caviplexes with 

1Zn(4+●). 

 

 

Figure 8. Schematic drawing showing the expected binding modes between the four-electron reduced species 1Zn(4+●) and 

CB[n], with n = 7 or 8. 

 

The electrochemical behavior of the reference compound MeVMe2+ in the presence of 

cucurbit[n]urils has been described by several authors [55-58]. These seminal contributions 

have served to establish that viologen-based -dimers can be stabilized in the cavity of CB[8] 

but not in that of the smaller analog CB[7], only capable of forming 1/1 inclusion complexes 

with viologen derivatives (as dications or radical cations). From an electrochemical point of 
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view, the formation of MeVMe2+  CB[n] in aqueous electrolytes is usually revealed by  

significant shifts of the viologen-based reduction waves coming along with marked decreases 

in the current levels. As a general statement, the extent of the potential shifts induced upon 

binding can be related to the relative affinity of the barrel-shaped host for the dicationic, radical-

cationic or neutral/quinonic species produced at the electrode interface. The much larger 

affinity of CB[7] for MeVMe+● than for MeVMe0 is for instance revealed by a significant shift 

of the second reduction wave (MeVMe+●/ MeVMe0, E<-100 mV), while its similar affinity 

for MeVMe+● and MeVMe2+ accounts for a limited displacement of the first reduction waves 

(MeVMe2+/ MeVMe+●, E ~-25 mV) [58]. Further studies have shown that the stabilization of 

the MeVMe+● redox state through -dimerization (2MeVMe+● [(MeVMe+●)2]dim) inside the 

cavity of CB[8] results in a cathodic shift of the first reduction wave (MeVMe2+/MeVMe+●, E 

~-150 mV) associated to a concomitant cathodic shift of the second reduction wave 

(MeVMe+●/MeVMe0, E <-250 mV) [56]. To summarize, all these studies have brought to 

light that key information on the inclusion of viologens, in all their redox states, within CB[n] 

can be obtained from electrochemical measurements.  

The electrochemistry of the title tetraviologen guest 1Zn8+ has thus been investigated in a 

phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) at a vitreous carbon electrode. The most relevant data recorded 

for this compound in the absence of CB[n] are collected in Table 1. On the anodic side, the 

oxidation of the porphyrin is observed as an irreversible CV wave at E1a = 0.861 V. In contrast 

to what is seen in organic media, both consecutive viologen-based reduction waves observed in 

water at E1c = −0,389 and E2c = −0,638 V are found to be associated on the reverse scan to 

Guaussian-shaped reoxidation peaks attributed to the anodic redissolution of physisorbed 

species (see Figure ESI 11). As expected, such phenomenon was found to be particularly 

important for the neutral and hydrophobic porphyrin-based complex 1Zn0, involving quinonic 

V0 substituants, electrogenerated at E2c = −0,638 V. A systematic study carried out with 

different electrolytes allowed us to establish that the adsorption of the first tetracationic 

compound 1Zn4(+●) can be significantly reduced upon lowering the concentration of 1Zn8+ down 

to 2.10-4 M and upon increasing the scan rate of the CV measurement, as revealed by the linear 

Ipeak= f(1/2) plot recorded on the first reduction wave for   400 mV/s (see Figure ESI 10).  

The interaction with CB[8] have been investigated in these experimental conditions upon 

recording the changes in the viologen-based signature induced by formation of the inclusion 

compounds [1Zn8+  (CB[8])n]. The curves shown in Figure 9, focusing on the first viologen-

based reduction wave, have been recorded at different CB[8]: 1Zn8+ ratio (from 0 up to 2). It 
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needs to be mentioned here that the upper value of the molar ratio reached towards the end of 

the titration, CB[8]: 1Zn8+ = 2, not only corresponds to the ratio needed to form the ideal 2D 

arrangement shown in Figure 8, it was also found to be the solubility limit of CB[8] in our 

experimental conditions. The CV curves depicted in Figure 9A, recorded after addition of 

0/0.25/0.5/0.75 molar equivalents of CB[8], reveal that the in-situ formation of partially 

complexed compounds [1Zn8+  (CB[8])n] (with n ≤ 0.75) results in the progressive 

disappearance of the initial reduction wave at –0.389 V at the expense of a new reduction wave 

emerging at a less negative potential. This trend prevails up to the end of the titration, when 

reaching the maximum concentration of CB[8] (2 molar equivalents, see Figure 9B), with the 

observation of a new wave attributed to the reduction of the inclusion complex [1Zn8+  

(CB[8])2] at Ep = –0354 V. These changes are moreover seen to come along with a significant 

loss in the peak-current values measured on the forward and backward scans, which is in 

agreement with the formation of much larger species featuring lower diffusion coefficients. The 

formation of host-guest complexes involving both the V2+ and V+● redox states of the appended 

viologen is further revealed by the ability of CB[8] to prevent the physisorption of the four-

electron reduced species, as demonstrated by the progressive loss of the Gaussian character 

associated to the reoxydation peak observed prior addition of CB[8]. Such evolution is indeed 

consistent with the formation of inclusion species with limited affinity for the electrode surface 

at the CV time scale, as demonstrated by the linearity of the Ipeak= f(1/2) curve recorded after 

addition of 2 molar equivalents of CB[8] (see Figure ESI 10). The stabilization of the viologen 

cation radical as dimers included in CB[8] is further revealed by the large shift, reaching -400 

mV by the end of the titration, of the second viologen-centered reduction leading the neutral 

quinonic form of the viologens (V+● V0 , see Figure ESI 11). As mentioned in the introduction 

about literature data [56], such effect of CB[8] is consistent with an extension of the stability 

domain of the cation radicals state on account of -dimerization, which end up being easier to 

produce (anodic shift of the first reduction potential) and harder to consume (cathodic shift of 

the second reduction potential).  

Overall, the formation of inclusion complexes with CB[8] has been found to have a major 

impact on the potential values and on the current levels. As just mentioned above about the 

behavior of the reference compound MeVMe2+, the changes observed in Figure 9A/B are 

consistent with a CB[8]-assisted intermolecular -dimerization of the viologen-based cation 

radicals. On purely sterical grounds, it can be stated that such process can only lead to the 

formation of self-assembled supramolecular structures involving head to tail viologen-based -
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dimers (see Figure 8, one methyl and one phenyl substituent on each side of the CB cavity). 

This key assumption, implying that the formation of the most symmetrical head to head 

conformation (Figure 8) is prevented by sterical clashes, has been checked by DFT calculation 

carried out on a model compound (see Figure 15B and the associated discussion in the 

computational section).  

 

 

Figure 9. Voltammetric curves of an aqueous (phosphate buffer, 0.1 M) solution of 1Zn(PF6)8 (2 × 10-4M) recorded at a non-

stationary carbon working electrode (Ø = 3 mm, E(V) vs. Ag/AgCl, 50 mV/s (A) or 100 mV/s (B)) after addition of increasing 

amounts of CB[8] : A) 0/0.25/0.5/0.75 molar equivalents and B) 1/1.25/1.5/2 molar equivalents. 

The formation of self-assembled supramolecular architectures [(1Zn)n (CB[8])2n]
4n+ through 

iterative CB[8]-assisted -dimerization of the viologen cation radicals in 1Zn4(+●) has been 

further demonstrated upon carrying out the same investigations with CB[7], whose cavity 

dimension precludes the formation of such dimers.  

The CV curves recorded after addition of increasing amounts of CB[7] are collected in Figure 

10 and in Figure ESI 12. As opposed to what was found with CB[8], the formation of [(1Zn) 

(CB[7])n]
8+ (1 ≤ n ≤ 4) results in the progressive shift of the reduction potential towards more 

negative potential values along with a drop of the current levels. Such behavior is here again 

fully consistent with previous studies carried out with MeVMe2+ showing that such such 

cathodic shift can be attributed to the similar affinity of CB[7] for the dication MeVMe2+ (K1= 

2 105) and for the electrogenerated cation radical MeVMe+● (K1= 8.5 104) [58]. A similar 

conclusion can thus be put forward to account for the modification of the CV data recorded in 

the presence of 1Zn8+ and CB[7]. 

As a conclusion, the electrochemical data discussed above support the conclusion that the 

anodic shift of the first reduction wave observed in the presence of CB[8] is attributed to the 

stabilization of the electrogenerated viologen cation radicals as intermolecular π-dimers, while 

CB[7] forms stable 1/1 complexes with both the dicationic and cation-radicals states of the 

viologen guests.  
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Figure 10. Voltammetric curves of an aqueous (phosphate buffer, 0.1 M) solution of 1Zn(PF6)8 (2 × 10-4M) recorded at a non-

stationary carbon working electrode (Ø = 3 mm, E(V) vs. Ag/AgCl, 50mV/s) after addition of increasing amounts of CB[7] A) 

0/1/1.5/2/2.5/3/3.5/4 molar equivalent. 

The CB[8]-promoted -dimerization of the 4-electron-reduced species  1Zn4(+●) yielding self-

assembled supramolecular systems conforming to the general formula [(1Zn)n (CB[8])2n]𝑑𝑖𝑚
4𝑛+ 

has been confirmed with spectroscopic measurements carried out in water in the presence of 

chemical reductants. Preliminary attempts to generate the reduced species by bulk electrolysis 

at reticulated vitreous carbon foam electrodes failed due to the significant adsorption of the 

reduction products, even though no such process was observed at much shorter time scales over 

the course of CV analyses.  

The one-electron reduction of the viologen units in 1Zn8+ was thus carried out in phosphate 

buffer (pH =7) using sodium dithionite Na2S2O4 as a reductant [59]. The UV-Vis absorption 

spectra recorded over time in the presence of CB[8] after addition of  Na2S2O4 in excess  are 

shown in Figure 11A. These curves reveal that the chemical reduction has very little impact on 

the soret band centered at  421 nm, as expected for electron transfers centered on the peripheral 

viologens (V2+V+▪) and not on the porphyrin ring. It conversely leads to the development of 

two intense absorption bands at max = 560 and 634 nm coming along with a less intense signals 

centered at 918 nm. The attribution of those signals could be achieved through comparison with 

the spectra of structurally related reference compounds, namely the viologen-based radical 5+● 

and the pure -dimer [(6)2]𝑑𝑖𝑚
2+   (blue and purple drawings and curves in Figure 11) [18]. One 

key conclusion drawn from this analysis, and more particularly from the perfect matching 

between the spectrum of [(6)2]𝑑𝑖𝑚
2+  and that recorded after reduction of 1Zn8+  (CB[8])2 with 

Na2S2O4,  is that the viologen radicals in the chemically reduced species 1Zn4(+▪) are involved in 

the formation of intermolecular -dimers. Both spectra indeed feature an intense charge-

resonance absorption band observed in the NIR region, at max = 918 nn, which is a typical 

feature of viologen-based -dimers attributed to the electronic transition from the bonding to 

the antibonding  orbitals resulting from the interaction between two identical cation radicals.  
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Figure 11. UV−vis spectra of  1Zn(PF6)8 (1.110−5 M) and CB[8] (2 molar equivalents) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) 

recorded over time after addition of  Na2S2O4 in excess (A) and followed by gentle bubbling of compressed air (B). 

In solution, such long-bonded dimer are most of the time found in equilibrium with the non-

associated cation radicals. In our case, the presence of free cation radicals in solution is revealed 

by the third signal growing at max = 634 nm, which is similar to the signature of the “free 

radical” reference compound 5+● (Figure 11A). The spectroscopic data collected over the four-

electron reduction of 1Zn8+ (CB[8])2 with Na2S2O4 are thus consistent with the formation of 

self-assembled supramolecular structure [(1Zn)n(CB[8])2n]𝑑𝑖𝑚
4𝑛+ built from a CB[8]-promoted 

intermolecular dimerization of the viologen cation radicals present in 1Zn4(+▪). Another key 

feature of the proposed supramolecular assembly is its fully dynamic and reversible nature. The 

ability to dissociate the self-assembled system [(1Zn)n (CB[8])2n]𝑑𝑖𝑚
4𝑛+ and to regenerate the 

initial inclusion complex 1Zn8+  (CB[8])2 was readily checked  upon bubbling compressed air 

through the solution. The slow re-oxidation of the viologen-based radicals, and the concomitant 

dissociation of the CB[8]-stabilized supramolecular dimers, are both revealed in Figure 11B 

by the progressive disappearance of the intense bands attributed to  [(1Zn)n (CB[8])2n]𝑑𝑖𝑚
4𝑛+ at 

the expense of  the initial Q-bands of  1Zn8+ (CB[8])2  whose intensities are fully recovered 

by the end of the experiment.   The redox-triggered self-assembly process thus proved fully 

reversible but a close examination of the spectra depicted in Figure 11A and Figure 11B clearly 

suggest that the coupled electrochemical-chemical (EnCn) pathways taken over the course of 

the reduction and re-oxydation processes are different. The first stage of the reduction process 

(Figure 11A) indeed sees the accumulation of -dimerized species (max = 560 and 918 nm) 

followed by that of free un-associated radicals (max = 634 nm) while the reoxydation (Figure 

11B) leads first to the consumption of the dimers followed by that of the non-associated 

radicals. In support of these conclusion, we found that a well-defined, dimer free, signature of 
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free radical species can only be observed by the end of the re-oxidation process, after 

consumption (reoxidation) of all the -dimerized compounds. The discrepancies observed 

between the reduction and oxidation pathways are not yet fully understood but the sequence of 

events in both cases is clearly imposed by the CB[8]-promoted stabilization of the viologen 

cation radical as dimeric compounds. 

Similar experiments have then be carried out in the absence of CBs (Figure 12) and in the 

presence of CB[7] (Figure 13) to provide further support for the proposal that the CB[8] hosts 

promote the formation of supramolecular dimers. The chemical reduction of 1Zn8+ alone and 

its subsequent re-oxydation with O2 are shown in Figure 12A and Figure 12B, respectively. 

What strikes at first sight is i) the total reversibility of the reduction/oxidation cycle and ii) the 

major differences between these data and those recorded in the same conditions with CB[8]. 

Reduction of the “free” guest molecule 1Zn8+  has for instance a major impact on the Soret band, 

experiencing in Figure 12A a loss of about 1/3 of its initial intensity together with a blue shift 

of about 13 nm of the maximum wavelength, going from 420 to 407 nm with a well-defined 

isobestic point at 413 nm. These differences also include the emergence of a series of new bands 

centered at  518 (sh), 550 and 622 nm coming along with a very broad and weakly intense signal 

at max = 1050 nm. Another key output is that the exact same spectroscopic signatures has been 

observed in the same conditions with 1Zn8+ alone and with the CB[7] threaded caviplex 1Zn8+ 

 (CB[7])4 (see Figure 12A and Figure 13A).  

Taken together all these data support the conclusion that the chemical reduction of 1Zn8+  or 

1Zn8+ (CB[7])4 with an excess of Na2S2O4 results in the concomitant reduction of the viologen 

substituants (VV+●) and of the porphyrin ring (PP●─). There is limited literature on 

porphyrin anion radicals and porphyrin dianions but some studies conducted in aqueous on the 

parent 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(N-methyl pyridinyl)porphyrin (TPyPZn+4) proved useful to put 

forward a global interpretation of the observed phenomena. The latter have for instance 

established that the -anion radical (P●─) of TPyPZn+4 (max ~700-750 nm)[60-62] is unstable 

in solution and quickly evolves, through a bimolecular disproportionation process occuring at 

the millisecond time scale, into a porhyrin dianion (P2─) which is in turn readily transformed at 

neutral pH into a protonated species termed phlorin (PH─) featuring one sp3-hybridized meso 

carbon atom [60, 63-67]. It should also be mentioned that the driving force of this overall EC2 

process (P  P●─  P2─  PH─) is so strong that it can also be observed in aprotic polar organic 

solvent polluted with water molecules. Another specific feature relevant to the experimental 

data shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 is that the formation of phlorin anions from porphyrins 
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is a reversible process, the latter being usually fully regenerated (PH─ P) by simple 

electrochemical or chemical re-oxidation of the sample [63, 68, 69, 70 , 71]. In terms of 

characterization, phlorins are known to more easily reduced than porphyrins (E°[PH/PH─]  

E°[P/P●─]). Their formation is most of the time revealed by absorption spectroscopy through 

the observation of a broad absorption band developing in the near IR region (700 nm, with 

feature depending on the central metal and on the meso-substituents) and by the disappearance 

of the initial Soret band at the expense of a much weaker and broader signal developing at 

longer wavelengths (~+30 nm and P/PH ~7 for ZnTPP) [71]. 

 

Figure 12. UV−vis spectra of  1Zn(PF6)8 (1.1 10−5 M) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) recorded over time after addition of  

Na2S2O4 in excess (A) and followed by gentle bubbling of compressed air (B). 

 

Figure 13. UV−vis spectra of 1Zn(PF6)8 (1.1 10−5 M) and CB[7] (4 molar equivalents) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) 

recorded over time after addition of  Na2S2O4 in excess (A) and followed by gentle bubbling of compressed air (B). 

All this literature demonstrating the instability of porphyrin anions radicals in protic media 

support our conclusion that the unexpected behavior recorded with 1Zn8+  and 1Zn8+ (CB[7])4 

is attributed to the formation of a phlorin product (noted 1HZn3+4● in Figure 12), incorporating 
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four viologen cation radicals and a negatively charged meso-protonated phlorin ring (Figure 

12A). Such finding implies that, in our experimental conditions, Na2S2O4 is capable of reducing 

the viologen cation radical and the porphyrin ring. The involvement of the porphyrin ring in the 

electron transfer is here unambiguously demonstrated by the disappearance of the initial Soret 

band at the expense of a less intense and blue shifted signal centered at 407 nm, whose features 

are reminiscent of that observed in the same range on the spectrum of the reference viologen 

cation radical 5+● (shown as a blue curve in Figure 12B). The presence of viologen cation 

radicals is thus clearly revealed in Figure 12A and Figure 13A by the emergence of a signal 

centered at 407 nm together with multiple signals above 600 nm. Formation of a phlorin-type 

of product is conversely demonstrated by i) the disappearance of the initial Soret band, ii) by 

the development of a broad band in the NIR region iii) by the observation of a shoulder at ~450 

nm and by iii) the full regeneration of the initial porphyrin by simple re-oxygenation of the 

reduced sample.  

This interpretation was further confirmed with additional experiments showing that similar 

signatures can be obtained when using tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene [72] as a reducing 

agent or using light in the presence of a suitable electron donor [11, 73]. The latter procedure 

involved irradiation at λex = 455 nm of the investigated solutions containing tris(bipyridine) 

ruthenium chloride as a photosentisizer (0,1 mM) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, 

0,1M) as a sacrificial electron donor [74]. The absorption spectra recorded during irradiation 

are shown in Figure 14. Here again the signal centered at ~ 900 nm, attributed to the formation 

of intermolecular viologen-based -dimers, is observed only in the presence of CB[8] (Figure 

14A), the photoreduction of 1Zn8+ and 1Zn8+  (CB[7])4 leading to the observation of different 

signals attributed to the reduction of the porphyrin ring (Figure 14B). It should be noted that 

all our attempts to reduce the viologen units using the porphyrin ring as the photosensitizer (λex 

= 365 or 455 nm) failed, most probably due to the efficient and fast recombination of the charge 

separated intermediates. 
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Figure 14. (A) UV−vis spectra of  1Zn(Cl-)8 (1 10−4 M) and CB[8] (2 10−4 M) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) recorded 

during irradiation at λex = 455 nm  (B) Comparison of UV−vis spectra of 1Zn(Cl-)8 (1 10−4 M) in absence (plain line) and 

presence of CB[8] (2 10−4 M) (dotted line) in phosphate buffer (pH 7, 0.1 M) recorded during irradiation at λex = 455 nm. 

Overall, the photo or chemical reduction experiments discussed above lead to the same 

experimental data consistent with the conclusion that CB[8] i) promotes the intermolecular 

dimerization of the viologen cation radicals and  ii) prevents the reduction of the porphyrin ring.  

Computational analysis 

The ability of CB[8] to assist the -dimerization of 1Zn8+ has been investigated by quantum 

chemistry calculations carried out on a simple model featuring only one viologen guest linked 

to a zinc-bearing porphyrin ring (Figure 15). A geometry optimization has been conducted on 

the self-assembled -dimers formed at the reduced state (one electron per viologen) in the 

presence of CB[8] to evaluate the structural and energetical impacts of the CB[8] cavitand on 

the dimer, to gain insights into its stabilization energy and into the relative position of the 

porphyrin and viologen subunits. Geometries have been optimized at the GGA hybrid Truhlar’s 

density functional DFT/M06-2X level of theory [75], with a basis set 6-31G(d,p) using the 

Gaussian 16 revision B.01 suite of programs. This density functional is best suited to account 

for the dispersion interactions involved in π-dimers [26, 76] and comes with a high percentage 

of exact exchange which is a needed feature to describe π-radicals [13]. 

Preliminary calculations carried out on the two possible head to tail and head to head 

conformers shown in Figure 15 led to the conclusion that the head to head conformation is 

disfavored by steric clashes arising between the phenyl linkers. A detailed optimization has thus 

been carried out starting from an ideal “head to tail” -dimer model (two viologen cation 

radicals perfectly aligned sitting on top of each other at a contact distance of 3.4 Å) stabilized 

within the cavity of a CB[8] host. The structure obtained after optimization is shown in Figure 
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15(a, b). The phenyl ring ends up being tilted with respect to the porphyrin and viologen-based 

mean planes (44°) as a result of the steric repulsion occurring between the hydrogen atoms of 

the phenyl ring (Hf, Hg in in Figure 15) and those located on the porphyrin (Hh) and viologen 

units (He ).  

This optimized structure also reveals that both viologen radicals adopt a slightly staggered 

conformation with an twist angle of about 36° imposed by the steric hindrance between the N-

Methyl substituent and the phenyl linker. It should however be mentioned that the energy 

difference calculated between this partially “staggered” optimized conformation and the 

perfectly aligned structure does not exceed 3.0 kcal.mol-1. Such small difference suggests that 

the inclusion complex oscillates at room temperature between the two absolute minima centered 

at -36 and +36. Similar calculations carried out on the twisted (36°) vs. parallel conformers 

of a less bulky dimer, involving two N,N′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridinium radical cation 

(MeVMe+●) bound within a CB[8] host, led to a higher energetic difference reaching 6.4 

kcal.mol-1 (-10.0 kcal.mol-1 vs. -16.4 .kcal.mol-1) [5].  

Further DFT level calculations have been carried out on the inclusion complex [1Zn8+  

(CB[8])4] to gain insights into the spatial constraints arising between the CB[8] units 

surrounding the porphyrin core and also between the CB[8] rings and the porphyrin skeleton. 

The minimized structure shown in Figure 16 bring to light the absence of steric hindrance 

between all these bulky units, as revealed by the fact that the shortest hydrogen…hydrogen 

interatomic distance measured on this structure is 3.32 Å, which is large enough to avoid the 

existence of repulsive interaction. 

 

Figure 15. Left) Schematic representation of the face to face or head to tail conformations of the selected -dimer model 

complex formed in the presence of cucurbit[8]uril (shown as a blue ring). Right) Structure of the head to tail conformer 

optimized at DFT/M06-2X level of theory 
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Figure 16. Left) Schematic representation of the inclusion complex [1Zn (CB[8])4]8+ formed in solution upon mixing 

1Zn8+ with an excess of CB[8]; Right) Structure of the complex optimized at the GGA hybrid Truhlar’s density functional 

DFT/M06-2X level of theory, with a basis set 6-31G(d,p) using the Gaussian 16 revision B.01 suite of programs. 

 

Conclusion  

Formation of discrete 4:1 pseudo-rotaxane-like caviplexes, involving threading of 4 CB[n] 

rings on a viologen-based four-pointed star-shaped guest molecule, has been demonstrated by 

NMR and MS measurements. Detailed electrochemical, theoretical and spectroscopic analyses 

carried out in organic and aqueous media reveal that formation of intramolecular -dimers 

requires the presence of cucurbit[8]uril acting as an assembling element. Evidences for 

intermolecular dimerization came from electrochemistry data, supporting the existence of 

chemical steps coupled to the electron transfer processes, and from UV-Vis spectroscopy data 

collected after exhaustive chemical or photochemical reduction of the samples, with the 

observation of diagnostic absorption bands, most notably in the near infra-red region. All our 

conclusions were supported by computational investigations which provided key insights into 

the structure of the self-assembled intramolecular -dimers and into the conformation of the 

discrete pseudo-rotaxane like caviplexes. The CB[8] hosts not only proved useful to promote 

the redox-triggered formation of supramolecular assemblies in solution, it was also found to 

prevent the chemical reduction of the porphyrin ring in aqueous media and its subsequent 

conversion into phlorin products. 
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